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Student makes
’Jeopardy!’ cut
ByJohn Meyer
Senior Staff Witter
Eric Larson kept the San Jose
State University hopes of having
a student representative on
"Jeopardy!" alive.
Larson was one of 24 SJSU
students who were selected
when "Jeopardy!" representatives came to the campus on Feb.
11 to interview students.
The SJSU computer science
major took a step closer to
becoming a contestant on
College
"Jeopardy!
Championship" as he advanced
past the second round of screenings at the Mark Hopkins
InterContinental Hotel in San
Francisco on Saturday.
Larson was the only KNIT
student to advance past a 50question test.
He was one of eight students
from Santa Clara
five
University, one from University
of San Francisco and (Inc from
De Anza College to pass the
second stage. There were roughly 50 students from &NU, SCU
and USE competing in the
morning auditions. Later in the
afternoon, about 50 students
of
University
the
from
Berkeley
and
California,
Stanford University competed,
according to Gary Fiset, who
was promoting the Bay Area
Promotions
for
auditions
Marketing.
advanced
who
The students

past the test proceeded tel play a
mock game of "Jeopardy!" And
although "Jeopardy!" host Alex
Trebek wasn’t there to do a
between-round interview with
each student, the game show
representatives filled in to ask
the students about themselves.
The mock game was videotaped.
Larson, 39, answered about
half of the questions in the mock
game and showed good poise in
the interview.
During the interview, he
talked about how he was an
older, returning student, trying
to get a second degree.
Larson
was
competing
against students in their early
20s. Some of them wore Greek
fraternity letters and talked
about spring break and beer.
Although there is no rule
against an older student getting
selected, Larson is two decades
older than most college students.
"There is a lot of disparity in
the ages," Larson said. "If they’re
trying to get a wide variety, it
could work to my advantage.
There are a lot of students going
back to school. They might
choose nu. to represent them, as
pompous as that sounds."
Larson will have to wait until
the end of the week to find out.
"It’s not something I can do
anything about," Larson said. "If
they’re’ looking for a uniform
look, then I’m out in the cold. If
See Jeopardy, page 4

Retired professor
succumbs to cancer
By Suzanne Ferrante
Staff Writer
Former art history professor,
author and activist Richard G.
Tansey, passed away from cancer
on Feb. 20 at the age’ of 78. Ile is
survived by his wife, four sons
and five grandchildren.
Tansey was on the faculty at
San Jose State University from
1947 to 1980. During his lifetime, he earned two degrees trid
a doctorate from Harvard.
Prior to his run at SJST
was an instructor at Harvard, at
the University of Califbrnia at
Los Angeles and at Vassar
College where he. met his wife,
Luraine, of 50 years while she
was studying at Vassar
Luraine, who was also a member of the. art faculty at SNIT
and San Jose City College, said
that Tansey came to substitute
for one of her professors in 1947
and he proposed marriage by
slipping a diamond into a secret
compartment of a ring that she
had made.
"I always thought that
California could use a good
man," said Luraine of her late
husband and his decision to
move west.

Coming tel SJSU was a decision he stuck with and never
regretted.
"Arriving at SJSU in 1947, he
turned down a generous offer
from UCLA in the early ’60s, and
returned to SJSU where he
believed the real work lay" said
son Joel Tansey of
his
Pittsburgh.
He encouraged students not
only to study major buildings in
Eurtipe, but tel go then. and see
!ing to his widow.
he told his students, "( to east, young man. Go
east!"
Encouraging students was at
the heart of his teaching.
"Richard Tansey was a scholar-philosopher with an astounding knowledge of history, poetry,
literature’, music and art," said
Harry Powers, professor emeritus in the School of Art and
Design. "He was a teacher who
inspired students tel explore and
develop their own resource’s
rather than to accept tradition
and theory unexamined."
"With Richard Tansey’s death
I feel a door has closed: said
Powers’ wife. Lynn, a professor in
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HIP ‘HOOP’ HURRAY
Spartans slam dunk 18-game losing
streak with 74-66 victory Saturday;
Morrison and Williams end SJSU
careers on right side of scoreboard
ByJolut Meyer
Senior Start Writer
Stan Morrison and Marmet Williams exited with
pride and more importantly a win.
The head coach and senior fbrward of the San
Jose State University men’s basketball team (2-23,
1-131 enjoyed their final game at the Event Center
with a rare 74-66 victory over the San Diego State
University Aztecs (12-13, 5-9) Saturday night.
Morrison captured most of the attention because
the game finalized his resignation at SJSU after a
less-than-successful nine-year stint as head coach.
The coach received a plaque at midcourt and a
standing ovation from the crowd of 1,157 before the
game.
Once the game started, it was Williams who
proved tel be the emotional spark plug, igniting the
team tel its first win in 18 games and only Western
Athletic Conference win.
"I think the emotion was directed towards
Marmet," Morrison said. "Marmet’s a real man.
When a guy sheds tears of sorrow and joy and all
those things when he’s introduced on senior night,
it’s real genuine. I think the players saw that."
It was a touching moment when Williams was
announced with his father by his side, hugging
Morrison at midcourt.
"They wanted it for Marmet. Marmet wanted it,"
said Stan Stewart, who Morrison handed over head
coaching responsibilities to as he stepped down to
associate head coach."! tried to play off of that as a
coach to get the motivation up."
Williams, the only remaining member of the 1996
NCAA tournament team, played the game of his college career. He matched his career high and led the
team with 22 points and added eight rebounds and
six assists. From his first strong drive to score
SJSU’s first basket tel the final captivating dunk
that sealed the victory he established himself as an
offensive force. On the defensive end, he was everywhere for 40 minutes, fighting for loose balls and tipping passes that created transition points.
"It’s one of my best games," Williams said.
"Because it’s my last game, I wanted to go out on a
high note."
The Spartans never surrendered the lead once
they took it 10 minutes into the first half.
The zone defense of SJSU dictated the game.
Even when the Aztecs got within three points with
six minutes left in the game, the Spartans made key
defipsive stands. Brad Kennett blocked a shot and
Williams deflected a pass to preserve the lead in the
crucial minutes of the second half. &1St’ forced 17
Aztec turnovers.
"Their zone was effective against us," said SDS1’
head coach Fred Trenkle. "Give San Jose credit; they
were. right there every time’ we made a mistake."
Leading the defense was scrappy point guard
Michael Quinney. The’ 5-fbot-10-inch guard had five’
steals and six rebounds all defensive. He also contributed 14 points and six assists to the offense.
’That’s one of the most well-balanced games he’s
played all year," Morrison said.
Quinney and company took advantage of the larger, slower Aztec low-post players by beating them to
loose balls and stripping them of rebounds. The hustle created a lot of transition scoring by the Spartan
fast break trio of Williams, Quinney and guard
Shawn McCullough (15 points).
SJSU center Will Trawick provided some clutch
fireworks in the middle. of the second half with two
monster clunks that depleted Aztec hopes of cutting
down the lead. The’ first dunk came with 8:51 left in
the. second half when Williams drove. to the. basket,
luring the defense and creating an open lane. to the
basket fin. Trawick who received a perfi.ct dish from
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Above: Spartan
guard Marmet
Williams slams
one home in his
final college game.
On Saturday night
he matched his
career high of 22
points, which led
the way for a
Spartan win against
the Aztecs 74-66.
Lett: In a pregame ceremony,
Coach Stan
Morrison and
senior guard
Marmet Williams
embrace before
their final game at
the Event Center

See Basketball. page 4
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Protestors march against English -only proposition
By Jeremiah ()than
\Litt Wrot t
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Arturo Gomez and his son Yoloh participate in the demonstration
against Proposition 227 Saturday

4

A war has been waged
against Proposition 227. an initiative. that aims to eliminate
bilingual education, according to
Ray Baeza, a speaker and organizer of a "No on Unz" rally at
Cesar Chavez Park in San Jose
on Saturday.
The rally started when a
group of more than 100
marchers entered the downtown
park at about 1 p.m They carried banners which showed iiffiliations tel unions, schools and
outh groups
The march was led by a large
tribal drum, beat by members of
the Native American Foundry
School. The rally was highlighted by Aztec and Vietnamese

dancers, numerous speaki.rs and
a musical performance I.% Teat ro
de los Pobres dedicated to Ron
Unz.
"This is not just a Latino
issue." said Adrian Vargas.
singer of Teatro de Ins Pnbres.
voicing a main theme it the
gathering
Attracting a diverse group
WAS a plal according to
ers By showing that all people
from non-English speaking
backgrounds would ht. affected.
organizers hoped to broaden
their support
"I’m happy with the turnoot "
Ravin said "We got a gnnd
culture. of support "
Preserving different t s
life and hundreds
it
Ili
tun, were at the center ii many
of the speeches
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hen N011 are dealing with our
language. Mr l’nz," speaker
Renee. Saleaslo said
According to English for the.
Children. the main group sup.

’227. it is nor
take ant. thing away
vulture
-The best interest ot the student.:
for them to learn
Engli-.11 in the best possible
1%.1.- said Sheri Amos, press secretar% hr English for the
(inking)
Nlmo, Ii ’1(111
and students
Irian River Glen Elementary
Schonl in Wdln ( ;len came out
mm I’nz"rally.
I,. support the ’N
Hoer (deal has vested interest In the English -only initiatlie It is a bilingual school
\Own. English and Spanish
speaking students are in class
together from the. start
"The kind of mutual re-sped
that the students develop is
plat III!’
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See Prop. 227, page 4
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It wouldn’t surprise me, however, if he becomes
the extinguished senator from ()hilo.
Over the next nine months, Glenn is going to boy.
practicing lift-offs, landings, emergency shimmying
out of a shuttle and centrifugal spins to the tub dr
three G’s.
And all with NASA’s enthusiastic approval.
But :ill that fun aside, how long can we expect a
76-yearold man to keep it up’?
tell be splitting his t ime between his
Washington duties and his Cape Canaveral drills
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Supposedly, Glenn will help scientists research
ways to SD 4) or minimize the bone and muscle loss

Please stay a hero, John, not a side show attraction.
Lois Jenkins is the Spartan Daily opinion editor
Her column appears every Monday.

experienced by all astronauts in space. Hell also do

14/ writer

really

with sleep pattern changes, they should
send a baby in the shuttle.
Parents know exactly what I’m talking about.
Susan Bloomfield, one of the brilliant
Texas A&M University professors who is
heading the scientific experiments, said
the flight is a unique opportunity.
"Starting with lower muscle mass
and bone density than a younger person,
will he experience losses faster? Or, if
you start at a lower level, will you lose
less?" Bloomfield ponders.
Just how much does someone age in
space, anyway? How much can you age
in 10 days?
Who the hell cares?
And for this she got more than $500,000 in
December to help research ways to keep astronauts healthy during extended space travel particularly the mimimum 2.5 years it will take for
human exploration of Mars.
Mars? Wait, wait, don’t tell me. That’s got to be
NASA’s plan: the eventual relocation of all our
senior citizens to the red planet, there to play out
their days in the rocky dirt, collecting social security checks they can’t cash, much less spend, boring
only themselves and the soil beneath their feet.
What H plan to save social security for the rest
of us and ensure the happiness of all our ancient
relatives.
Besides this upcoming jaunt being a public relations ploy by NASA to try and polish its tarnished
image, it’s a cosmic waste of my tax dollars to send
someone into space whose value there is sentimental at best.
I was 10 years old when Glenn went into orbit. I
listened to the radio broadcast and watched out the
schoolroom window, hoping beyond hope to catch a
glimpse of the rocket’s trail in the Florida sky.
(From New Jersey, no less. What we won’t do for

because
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Really.
Right after those happy-go-lucky
space cadets down there in Florida get
through hurling 76 -year-old Sen, John
Glenn into space on Oct. 16 inside the
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experinients with sleep pattern changes.

embarassed of my
president and how
his actions reflect on
the United States. I’m
not talking about his
alleged affair with an
intern young enough to
be his daughter or the
charges that he crudely
asked a government
employee for sex when he
was governor.
I watched the continuing, extensive news coverage of both events and
didn’t blush once.
But when I saw the
television coverage on
Feb. 19of the town hall meeting at Ohio State
University in Columbus, in which three of the
president’s cabinet officials were shouted
down by anti-war protestors my face was
flaming.
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright,
Defense Secretary William Cohen and
National Security Adviser Sandy Berger were
sent on the field trip to explain why we need to
bomb Iraq even though it may not have any
impact a policy that is not clear to anyone,
especially our allies who have decided to sit
this one out.
Broadcast live and moderated by CNN, the
town hall meeting was billed as an opportunity to "air and answer questions of ordinary citizens." Well, ordinary except for the fact the
citizens were somehow supposed to be passive
listeners.
Passive about the possibility of war?
Albright was shouted down with chants of, "we
don’t need your racist war." An article in the
Washington Post noted Albright was "clearly
taken aback by the intensity of the crowd."
A White House senior adviser tried spin
control afterwards: "It’s a good sign that the
First Amendment is being fully exercised."
Another administration official had a different interpretation of events: "It was like
watching a car crash happen before your eyes."
What was Clinton thinking? Albright,
Cohen and Berger are insulated from the concerns of the average American as only highlevel Washington insiders can be insulated.
These are people who are accountable to the
public for nothing.
While characteristic of the touchy-feely
style that got him elected, sending three
appointed (not elected) officials on a campaign-style road trip to get support for of all
further underscores Clinton’s
things, a war
inexperience.
That’s not exactly something we should be
advertising to a maniac who is likely building
biological and chemical weapons and would
like to use them on us.
Saddam Hussein may have temporarily
backed down, but he must be having a good
laugh at our expense. It still seems he got
everything he wanted.
Bob Herbert in the New York Times
summed it up when he said, "This war, if it
happens, will be fought by professionals, but is
being planned by amateurs."
And that’s why I’m embarassed.
Susan Shaw is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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EDITORIAL

v, 1th it-- till,’

State I "niversity’s hlIltet Jewish
od,:nt I ’mon has been renting a house on
12th St reel for the

past three months and
tin- As-.ii1.11001 IS not pleased
Nlo-I .1 the neighbors have deemed
if Fill. [IOUS(’ /IS "riot appropriate- becAuse III,’ property the house sits on
has been /oiled R- I by the City of San Jose,
An R I zoning designate the house is
1.1)1s tI lo tHed I1s;1 single t,Iiuiutv residence.
An I slut year resident of the neighborhood complained to the Spartan Daily about
if parking due to Hilly]

the lack

Just one quest IMF Vh1.11 isn’t then. a lack
of parking two blocks from campus?
Then. is a difference between adhering to

than’ is a clear reason and
adhering to the rules just fir the sake of

the rules bec.111S1.

Opinion page policies

is

doing so
We feel the ass, Raid ion is guilty 111th,’ latter

We understand that allowing Mlle! to
use the R-1 Ill fist’ is setting a precedent.
But we don’t feel that the precedent being
set is necessarily a bad thing.
Prior to
vivors

a

Helen

donation
and

by

Holocaust

Sal Tramiel,

sur-

Ifillel was

Community Center
in I,os Gatos when. they were (then unable
tI secure a meeting place.
The house two blocks from campus has
allowed I JOH a nearby, designated meeting
place
meeting at the Jel,vish

This is no fly-by-night organization.

Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and
may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209,
sent by fax to (4081 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILYmc.sjsu.edu
or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.

prised of two full-time employees, two student interns and 40 active members
all
college -age Jews.
These are students who want to explore
their history and religion. Giving them a
place to do it seems like something that
should be encouraged.
The Campus Community Association is
made up of 400 households; however, the
next door neighbor of I Iillel House
who
would know if
was causing problems
- has zero complaints about the students.
"They ;ire nice, intellectual people who
seem to have goals. and I get along with
them well," Peary Wagner said.
The blocks surrounding &NU are university neighborhoods.
The Campus Community Association
needs to remember when. it got its name.
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Stegmeir at (408) 279-6385.

daySparta Guide

NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

AIESEC
Learn about the student
exchange program at 7 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 434. For more
information, call Jeff at (408) 2889575.

Student galleries art shows from
10 a.m. 4 p.m. in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan
(408) 924-4330.

ARAB STUDENT CLUB

DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN

General meeting at 2 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room.
For more information, call Marina
or Gloria at (408) 859-9375.

Recent watercolor works by
Denise Tortorici: "The Road to
Zimbabwe" from 12 - 3 p.m. in the
Herbert Sanders Gallery, 2nd floor
of the Industrial Studies Building.
Reception from 6 - 8 p.m. For more
information, call Denise Tortorici at
(408) 272-0977.

A.S. ELECTION BOARD

Can’t vote on March 18 or 19?
Absentee ballot applications available March 2 - 6 in the A.S.
Government Office and the Student
Life Center. For more information,
call Alicia Restivo at (408) 9245955.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT

Meeting at 7 p.m. in the Chicano
Resource Center. For more information, call Xochitl at (408) 295-4318.

Recent watercolor works by
Denise Tortorici: "The Road to
Zimbabwe." Herbert Sanders
Gallery from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., 2nd
floor of the Industrial Studies
Building. For more information, call
Denise Tortorici at (408) 272-0977.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m., and pizza with discussion
about the Eucharist from 7 - 8:30
p.m in the John XXIII Center,
across from SJSU Theatre. For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.

Question and answer session
with experienced teacher followed
by art project for elementary school
children from 5:30 - 7 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Council Chambers.
For more information, call Amy
DeRoboam at (408) 283-0975.
LIBRARY DONATIONS & SALES

NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Bible study: "Finding Emotional
Wholeness" at 11 a.m, in the
Student Union’s Montalvo Room.
For more information, call Diane
Stegmeir at (408) 279-6385.

SJSU CYCLING TEAM
Meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Montalvo Room.
For more information, call Dustin
at (408l 243-0952.

Student Galleries Art Shows
from 10 a.m. -4 p.m. in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
(408) 924-4330.
Thompson Gallery Exhibition:
Bernadette Cotter’s "Dear Altar"
today through Friday from 11 a.m.
- 4 p.m. in the Art Building. For
more information, call Brendan at
(408) 924-4330.
Lecture Series: Suzanne Lacy,
artist and author from 5 - 6 p.m. in
the Engineering Auditorium, Room
116. Admission: general public $5,
students $3. For reservations, call
Anay at (408) 924-4328.
Student Galleries’ Art
Receptions from 6 - 8 p.m. in the
Art Building/Industrial Studies.
For more information, call Brendan
at (408) 924-4330.
SJSU BUDD TAIJUTSU CLUB
Martial arts training every
Tuesday from 4 - 5 p.m. in
Yoshihiro Uchida Hall, Room 202.
For more information, call Garth at
(408) 297-7646.

UNIT

Ongoing booksale every Tuesday
and Wednesday from 10 a.m. - 3
p.m. at Wahlquist Library, Room
408 and Clark Library lobby.
Donations welcome For more information, call the acouistions department at (408) 924-2705.

SJSU WOMEN’S RUGBY CLUB
All interested players are welcome to practice from 3:30 - 5:30
p.m. at Spartan Field. For more
information, call Hilda Vasques at
(408) 924-8190.
A CAUSE
First informational meeting at
7:15 p.m. in Hoover Hall’s formal
lounge. For more information, call
Judy or Adrian at (408) 924-7941.
STUDENTS LEADING

REENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM

Support group from 12:30 - 1:30
p.m. in the Administration
Building, Room 201. For more information, call Lynne at 1408) 9245950.

Percent body fat testing with
bioelectrical impedance from 12 2
p.m. in the Central Classroom
Building, Room 103. For more information, call (408) 924-3110.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

Tuesday

LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY
DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN

;

MARKETING CLUB

Prudential speaking on financial
marketing from 4:30 - 6 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room.
For more information, call Julia
Chang at (650) 493-5836.
NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Bible study "Finding Emotional
Wholeness" it 2 pin in the
Student Union’s Montalvo Room
Open to interested students. For
more information. call Diane

Sparta Guide us provided free of
charge to students. faculty and staff.
The deadline for entries is 1104)11, three
days hefitre desired publication date.
Entry forms are al,Idahle in the
Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions
may require editing of submissions.

Cowboy Quotes
Good judgment comes from experience, and a lot of that comes from bad judgment.
If you get to thinkin’ you’re a person of some influence, try orderin’ somebody else’s
dog around.
From "Don’t Squat With Yer Spurs On, A Cowboy’s Guide to Life."

Many students unaware of health services
NJour recent editorial concerning the San Jose State
University Student Health
Center is right on the money.
We share the concern of the
Spartan Daily editorial board
about the 55+ percent of students who don’t utilize our services and because of this concern we have implemented an
extensive marketing program to
improve our visibility and
increase student use of our center.
Interestingly, our marketing
program was initially developed
by a group of students in a marketing class on this campus. We
welcome additional input concerning how we can further
improve our marketing program.
During thc last month, we
were notified that we have been

re-accredited for three years by
the Accreditation Association
for Ambulatory Health Care,
Inc.
We are pleased and proud to
have achieved another three
years of accreditation and
believe that it helps us to maintain and continually improve
the quality of care we provide to
our patients.
We would be pleased to
answer any further questions
you may have about our accreditation.
It is worth mentioning that
all Student Health Center
physicians are board certified in
their specialty. In addition, our
center is accredited by the
California Medical Association
to provide Continuing Medical
Education Credit (CME) for
physicians and by the Board of

Nursing to provide similar credit for Registered Nurses.
We are interested in providing the best possible customer
service to our patients and to
further this goal our entire staff
recently attended a workshop
devoted to improving customer
service.
We are aware that the vast
majority of our students who
actually use our services return
for additional visits.
However, as you have accurately noted, there is a significant percentage of students who
do not use the Health Center.
We applaud your efforts to
make more students aware of
our Center.
Robert J. Latta
Director, SJSU Student
Health Center

Tenure process complex and difficult
recent story on the lawsuit filed against the
university by Professor Mahabir
following the denial of tenure in
her case revealed an important
problem at SJSU and higher
education generally. People of
color form a very small part of
the faculty of colleges and universities. People identified as
white are about 87 percent,
while blacks are about five percent and Latinos about three
percent.
Meanwhile, people of color
are forming an ever increasing
proportion of the student body.
So the successful hiring, retention, tenure and promotion of
people of color is one of the critical functions that colleges and
universities, particularly one
like SJSU, should be performing.
This process is complex and
difficult, as your article suggests, and every effort is made
to conduct these reviews according to clear guidelines that
define the parameters of ethictivess in teaching, scholarship,
and service to the university
that are expected. But it is
impossible to exclude racial and
gender bias from the process.
There is a growing body of
scholarship that documents the
patterns of bias that scholars of
color face when they seek fileulty positions and when they seek
N7our

tenure and promotion. For
example, it is common to find
that in a particular institution
faculty of color are concentrated, or "ghettoized" in one
department or school. Another
common pattern is when scholars who consciously incorporate
their racial or ethnic identity in
their research find their work
criticized by whites because it
supposedly lacks "objectivity"
Aside from what some
research may tell us about the
issue, the Mahabir lawsuit suggests that our institution
should take a serious look at its
own performance in hiring,
retaining, tenuring and promoting people of color in our faculty.
The data appear to be anecdotal and incomplete. One
hears stories about people of
color who were not hired, or not
retained, or not offered tenure.
These individual cases are difficult to identify, and more difficult to discuss because most of
us have not seen the documentation they submitted for
review.
More useful data would be an
ethnic and gender breakdown of
each cohort hired, retained.
tenured and promoted over a
number of years. Apparently no
such data have been compiled,
despite some requests.
According to university figures for 1996-97 among the fac-

ulty members who were
reviewed for tenure, whites had
a success rate of 95 percent,
while non-whites had a success
rate of 81 percent. MexicanAmerican women had a success
rate of 67 percent, and
Mexican -American males had
a success rate of 50 percent.
White males had a success rate
of 100 percent. For faculty members reviewed for promotion,
whites had a success rate of 80
percent, while nonwhites had a
rate of 47 percent. AsianAmerican women had a success
rate of 33 percent; MexicanAmerican males had a rate of
zero percent.
The data from just one year
suggest significant variation in
the rates of success between
whites and nonwhites seeking
tenure and promotion at SJSU.
We cannot tell if this is part of a
consistent pattern without similar data from additional years.
The Mahabir lawsuit and
other similar cases make it
imperative that the data be collected to assure us that SJSU
provides equal opportunities for
faculty of color to be hired,
retained, tenured and promoted.
Henry J. Gutierrez
Assistant Professor and
Coordinator
Social Science Program

College ofHumanities and the Arts
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Nuclear waste shipments Basketball: Morrison
Flex those pecs: tips
for effective stretching denounced by protesters pleased with results
As Yoga. Tai Chi and ballet
stretch classes emerge on the,
fitness front exercise. participants are clamoring for more
infirrmation on flexibility.
Flexibility. one of the five
components of physical fitne.ss.
is the the amount of motion
possible, around a joint.
St retching before and ;titer
exercise C;Itt improve flexibility
pn doting a myriad ot health related benefits. Simple daily
tasks such ;is tying 5111)1,5. picking up objects or getting out of
bed can be difficult if flexibility
is lacking.
Stretches. specific to each
.joult. improve flexibility. By
stn,tching. you can help re duce
injuries.
exercise -related
impr ive sports performance
through increased range of
motion in the :joints and reduce
muscle soreness itler exercise.
Alt h, nigh t here is litt le scientific evidence. to pr Vi’ stretching
enhances sports performance,
a link between the two is widely accepted.
During the wann-up phase
hicused
of exercise, it
on the key joints can prepan,
the body for the strenuous
work to come.
By taking the muscles,
joints and limbs through their
full range of motion, the risk of
injury is reduced and greater
force can lie applied to the
ground, water or other objects
during exercise.
Alit ’r a vigorous workout. a
thorough cool down, including
pridonged stn,tching. can
reduce the stiffness felt in muscles ’24 to 48 hours afterward.
Static stretching. a stretch
that is held without bouncing
fbr 15 ti) 30 seconds, can be perfiirmed ;my "time iind anyplace. :\ full stretch program
should include, the muscles
surrounding your neck. shoulders. back, hips, knee’s, wrists
iind ankles.
Try these simple. but effi,ctive. stretches

o0.

16
1

’\%

po

Abdominal Stretch
,tonlach art.

Lay on ;tbdominals, prop yourself up (Intl) elbu uws. lift chest
until stretch is fedt in abs. Hold
for 15 to 30 seconds and
release; perform at least three
to five times.

Quadriceps Stretch
.frunt of the thigh,

40E,
Laying face down, push hips
forward. flex at the knee. reach
for ankle and hold for at least
30 seninds. For added intensity
try slightly lifting the knee off
the floor,

Back Stretch

K Ill till’ II pr.1r111’

While standing or sitting.
retch over
the shoulder
with one arm
and behind
VI ur back
with the
other ’fry to
reach tiir
your fingers.
Hold for at
least 15 to 30
’0 ’it

Neck stretches

II
a
a: Allow head to fall to one
side.
) the shoulder and
simultane,iusly drop the opposite shoulder down. Hold for 15
tee 30 seconds and switch sales.
b: Put hands in back of head
with tlbows in front of face.
allow head to fall forward with
out pulling. Hold for et least 30
sec( aids.

Laying face up, bring both
knees to chest. tighten abdominal muscles and nick back and
forth Per-Mull exercise until
muscles in back feel relaxed.
Regular breathing (full
inhale and exhale) should
teceimpany
all
stretches.
Ideally, stretching should be
pe.rfiirmed daily to maintain
and improve joint and muscle
111,511)1111 y
New Age, jazz or other relaxing music is a perfect accompaniment to static stretching.
A variety of stretching techniques can be burned from
I aking classes or watching
videos. Check out your local
gym’s schedule or video store
;end see what they have to offer.
Different stretches can maximize your flexibility program.
Go ahead be flexible!
’Note: Always check with
your doctor before starting an
exercise program, especially if
you have pre-existing medical
conditions
Peggy Flynn is a member of
Aerobics
and
Fitness
Association of America and has
been an aerobics instructor for
ocer at
.veurs. Her "Fit to Be
Tied" column will run euery
Monday. If .vou lam, any questions or comments /1/Vast’ contact her at the Spartan Daily at
924-32,40, Dwight Bente! Hall
209
or
hi’
email
at
SDAILYOyncsisu.edu.

California, Nevada, Utah and
Idaho for temporary storage at
the Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory.
Plans call for the shipments to
begin in Concord, Calif
The preferred route is Union
Pacific’s Feather River Canyon
line, which avoids Reno and
passes through mostly uninhabited areas of northern Nevada
until reaching Winnemucca.
Dazey said trains have
derailed 28 times in 16 years on
the Feather River line, and the
has
government
federal
expressed concern about Union
Pacific’s safety record.
The second preferred route is
the Donner Pass line, which
runs through Reno and parallels
Interstate 80,
Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., and
representatives of Nevada’s
three other congressmen spoke
out against the plans at the
rally.
Reid cited a national poll that
found Americans overwhelmingly oppose the shipment of
nuclear waste through the
nation’s cities.
This would be the first shipment of nuclear waste from foreign countries ... The solution is
to leave it where it is," Reid said.
Protesters said shipment of
the foreign nuclear waste. would
pave the. way for a permanent
high-level nuclear waste. dump
at Yucca Mountain, 100 miles
northwest of Las Vegas.

Jeopardy: Hoping
to be one of final 15
Continued from page 1
luit happens I might try out for
he adult show."
Susanne Thurber, "Jeopardy!"
head ceentestant coordinator, said
everyone has an equal chance as
long as they are in college.
Thurber said the selections will
be made by the end of the week.

Triceps Stretch
I

SPARKS, Nev. AP) About
100 protesters gathered for a
rally Sunday to denounce the)
federal government’s plans to
ship spent nuclear fuel rods by
rail across kur Western states,
and
Nevada
including
(7alifornia.
The rally marked the arrival
of the three-state "Stop Mobile
Chernobyls" tour in Nevada. The
tour, designed to drum up opposition to the plans in two dozen
cities along the shipment route,
began Feb. 16 in Oakland, Calif,
and will end March 12 in Utah.
Other Nevada stops this week
are planned for Wadsworth,
Fernley, Lovelock, Winnemucca,
Battle Mountain, Elko and
Wells.
The Victorian Square rally in
Sparks featured speeches and
songs by anti-nuclear protesters,
some of whom wore. gas masks
and radioactive. protective suits.
Residents in towns along the
route. "should get out on the railroad tracks and say no to
nuclear waste," said Lee Dazey,
director of the Citizen Alert
environmental group.
They need to let them (the
federal government) know at
every bend that this is not
acceptable ... The risks of transporting nuclear waste are just
too great."
Beginning in June, the
Energy Department plans to
haul nuclear waste from 41 for(dm countries by rail through

All of the. students are competing to become the final 15 college students who will he chosen
to play in the "Jeopardy! College
Championship." The show will
be taped at the. Zellarbach
Auditorium at IX Berkeley on
March 21 and 22 and will air
nationally May 4 through 15.

Continued from page 1
Williams and slammed it
home, The second dunk
occurred with six minutes left
when Trawick took the ball
from 10 feet back and did a
half-windmill dunk off a feed
from Quinney.
"There was such a tremendous contribution from everyone," Morrison said. "It was a
terrific game."
After the game, Morrison
couldn’t hide from the fact the
end of his reign as coach overshadowed the game’s. results
"We really worked hard, and
we didn’t get it done," Morrison
said. "And I’m disappointed
about that. I’m happy about a
lot of other things. But more
than anything else I’m disappointed that we did not accomplish what I came here to do."
AN for Morrison’s future in
coaching, it is uncertain.

AA
... more than anything else I’m disappointed that we
did not accomplish
what I came here
to do.
Stan Morrison,
SJSU basketball coach

79
"I’ve got another job in me
still," Morrison said. "I’m not
sure what that job is going to
be or what’s next. It’s been difficult to even make a call to
anyone or inquire simply
because I’ve been so focused on
trying to assist Stew (Stan
Stewart) and help the team."

Prop. 227: Bilingual
education hits snag
Continued from page 1
beautiful," teacher Wendy
Greenfield said. She also said
that her school’s program has
been viewed as one of the success stories of bilingual education and would be cut if the
proposition passes.
Unz Sees his initiative as a
way to promote this kind of
mutual respect. By putting nonEnglish speaking students in
classes with English speakers,
he. thinks that they will learn to
appreciate. one another.
"It (227e will revamp the system that has failed in teaching
students English and will end
the segregation that has been
going on," Unz said.
San
Jose
State
One
University student, -Who’ Itrid
personal experience, did not
share Unz’s perspective..

Labo Garcia, a freshman
political science major, felt that
bilingual education was a positive part of his education and
sees some problems if it is dismantled.
"I think that the drop out rate
will only increase," Garcia said.
"It’s already high now and taking bilingual education away
will only make it worse."
Ivone Gutierrez, also a freshman, didn’t go through bilingual
education. She felt that she may
have. missed out on a part of her
culture, but also felt that the
could be
current system
reformed, not banned.
"This man (Unzl knows nothing about bilingual education,"
Gutierrez said. "He says he’s
never even been to a bilingual
classroom. He should at least
have SOME! personal experience."

Tansey: Death of SJSU professor leaves void
Continued from page 1
the Art Department.
Tansey authored and coauthored six editions of one of
the most used textbooks for college art history survey courses,
"Gardner’s Art Through the
Ages."
"The death of Professor
Richard Tansey marks an end of
en era. He. came. from a time and
’Aare in which an educated person was one who could think and
could understand traditions in
which he or she. lives," said
Marvin Jensen, Tansey’s friend
of 50 years.
"His fund of knowledge has
likely never been equaled at
&NU," Jensen said. "Tansey’s
lectures in art history encompassed far more than the beauty
man has created. I h spoke of the
human condition and all that
entails."
According to peers, Tansey
wets a man who knew his trade.
well.
"Few who ever sat behind a
lecturn at SJSU could match
Tansey’s rhetorical skill ... Dr.
Tansey could lecture! very
learnedly on philosophy, history.
Western literature and poetry,"
said Robert Larsen, professor
emeritus of Humanities. "He.
could recite. poetry by the. hour."
Tansey touched many people
during his 33 years at SJSU
"For those of us who met him
as students and colleague’s
who learned from him over the.
years, his passing flexxls years of
memories into a suddenly empty
present," said friend Richard Wist.

Wist believes that any student who didn’t have the! opportunity to learn from Tansey
"...missed the. pleasure of listening to one of the greats."
During the 1960s he. spoke on
campus against nuclear war and
went to Sacramento to testify
about architectural integrity for
buildings on California universities. He was also the first president of the local chapter of
American
Federation
of
Teachers
"He. frequently put his own
principles tel the test in political
action, in helping diverse people
in all walks of life., and perhaps
more importantly, in teaching
some 12,000 students in art history and the. humanities, who
are! now spread over the. globe
from Italy to China," said his
seen.
One! of his students who took
his advise! to heart was Alfonz
Lengyel, SJSU alumnus and former assistant professor of art.
"He was my professor and

Ai
Richard Tansey
gave me guidance
and help when I
was nobody a
refugee, without a
country.
Alfonz Lengyel,
alumnus and former
assistant professor

mentor," said Lengyel.
Lengyel, who came to the
United States as a Hungarian
refugee. in 1957, was working as
a grave digger when Tansey
encouraged him to work as his
assistant while. earning his
degrees.
"Richard Tansey gave me.
guidance and help when I was

a refugee, without a
nobody
country. He was a teacher, brother, friend and later colleague.
The depth of his teaching gave
me the scholarly strength needed to survive at the Sorbonne to
complete my Ph.D. studies,"
Lengyel said.
Lengyel is now Professor of
Archaeology at Xi’an Jiaotong
University, Xi’an, China.
"During my oral examination
for my MA degree, after three
other professors roasted me, he
said that he had no questions ’to
the candidate because we taught
each other,’" Lengyel said. "With
this statement he recognized
that in Hungary I already had
almost finished my degree in art
history in combination with
archaeology and museology. (He)
gave me the strength to go on to
prove myself in scholarly competition."
A memorial will be held
March 15 at 2 p.m. in the
Spartan Memorial Chapel on
campus.

Apply now for a

"Pot of Gold"
$17,000 in Scholarships!!
Two to each College and
One to the School of Library and Information Science
(17) $1,000 Scholarships
Seeking Applicants for the
SJSU Alumni Association Dean’s Scholarship

ARRESTED

Open to:
Undergraduates
Graduate Students

Facing a big fine or even Jail
Need Help"

WOMEN WHO ARE PROUD
OF THEIR HERITAGE
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YOU ARE 21-28YRS,
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE,
CALL STEPHANIEOFFC
Also Asian Donors Needed
1-800-939-6886
GENEROUS COMPENSATION

Must Have

3.5 Overall GPA ri major (regardless of where units were acquired)
3.0 Overall GPA at SJSU
3.0 Overall GPA (regardless of where units were acquired)
Involvement in community service

Call an attorney who knows the problems college students have. Or, Jeff
Kallis has taught at SAL/ for over 14 years and has more than 10 years
enienrynce as a Deputy Sheriff and narcotics task force offiCer
The law
Firm of

’

1‘. (
A Assoc
I’ I
I
I
Professional Aggressive Legal Services
Fixed Fees and Time Payment Plans

1-888-441-IIA VV.
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ASSOCIAllON
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Contact your department or dean’s office for an application.

The deadline is March 17, 1998.
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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T OF BOOKS?

You haw"
re then lust education on your mind. UPS has
part-time Jobs that respond to these concerns. Unloading and
loading fobs start at $8.85 per hour. UPS Jobs can provide
important medical and dental benefits, and opportunities for
student loans. We offer all this for working 3-5 hours a day, five
days a week. UPS can help solve your economic problems so
you can focus on your academic ones.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
See UPS Representatives at the Career Expo , or call
1-888-UP5-5747.
!Me
in HP Mgt., Accrig./Firiance see Job Placement. Rm. BC-13.
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Opportunities
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County
,flow hiring!
Empower girls at our Resident or
Day camps, full of high adventure
activitiesi join our Team!
Visit us at the job fair or call:
408287 4170, ext. 258
www.girlscouts-gsscc.org

push the
boundaries.

Port of San Francisco
Summer jobs in Engineering,
Computer Science, and Planning

When people are encouraged to push the
boundaries, they respond with unbridled creativity and renewed enthusiasm. And, they put
more of themselves into their work. Aspect
employees are like that. They appreciate the
environment we’ve worked so hard to create.
You’ll find open minds, open doors, and the kind of collaborative teamwork that results in
innovative solutions.

Info/Application at Job Fair or call
415 274-0425

tdE

Application Due 3-20-98. AA/EOE

At Aspect, we’re committed to leading call center computerization into the 21st century.
As part of our telecommunications team, you’ll work on products and projects that are as
innovative and unconventional as you are. We fully support your right to zag.
Open

for

business
We have toddy Installed more than 1,000 call centers for more than 600 custornersin15 ’
countries. Our growth and acceptance can be explained in part by our tight business
focus. Aspect is the only company in the world to deal exclusively in call center solutions.
And, as we continue to provide high-quality solutions for our customers, we are designing
a successful future for our employees. Aspect is a great place to work. We embrace
change. We value teamwork. We value people. It’s a brand new era of possibilities.
Aspect offers outstanding career opportunities, highly competitive compensation, and a
generous benefits package, including stock options and bonuses. To find out more, please
send your resume to: Aspect Telecommunications, Attn: Staffing Department, 1730 Fox
Drive, San Jose, CA 95131-2312. Fax: (408) 325-2260. E-mail: staffing@aspectcom.
We are an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Find out more about
Aspect Telecommunications
See us at the Career Fair Wednesday, March 4th
San lose State University Event Center
Be sure to bring your resume.

Check us out!
http://www.aspect.corn
At a dead run, it can gauge the exact instant to backhand a tennis ball traveling 95
miles an hour for a baseline winner. Calculate how electrons move in a crystal.
Compose symphonies. Even program a VCR.

ASPECT

It’s your brain.
Incredibly malleable. Infinitely versatile. Awesomely inventive.
At Andersen Consulting, we want to keep it that way. So we challenge it with a
stimulating variety of assignments. Develop it with an average of over 170 hours of
advanced training per year. Reward it with advancement. And support it with the
resources of 49,(XX) professionals serving clients in over 49 countries.
At Andersen Consulting, we always keep .von in mind.
Andersen Consulting is n Ciii opportuniq einploset

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

San Jose State University’ Students and Faculty...
Thank you tor attending

ANDERSEN CONSULTING DAY

c)-4-COUGliff
COMPONENTE
We are a rapidly growing RF
and Microwave electronics
manufacturing company. We
have an immediate opening
for a Quality Assurance
Engineer and RF Design
Engineer. We offer excellent
benefits.

The following are our winners of gift cenilicates to the Spartan Bookstore:
Arshad
Regis Chariots
Juan Nguyen
Vandana Padmanabhan
For information about full-time career opportunities, be sure to stop by Career Placement
and learn when Andersen Consulting will be on campus again next fall.
Find oui more about us on the Internet ai nwn.accom

See us at the CAREER EXPO
or mail, FAX, email resume to:
Cougar Components
Attn: Human Resources
384 Santa Trinita Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
FAX 408 522-3837
email: hrOcougarcorp.com

Wednesday

March 4, 1998
10 OM - 3 PM
Event Center

-’411
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Are you
ready...

ednesdaq

March 4, 1998P111

to enter the
work force?

10 BM - 3
Event Center

career summer
internship

LUICareer
Center

job f air

24 Hour
Fitness is
now hiring

lAr’rtl461111.01

Join one of the best

San Jose State University

entry-level Management
Trainee Programs

in the country!
What we look for:

Complete
1it

Brichelor s degree strongly preferred
’Aggressive and career minded individuals
’Enthusiasm and a desire to succeed
fxperieoce working with people

6011/ et111301010 01
you II met

What we offer:

Your

’Competitive calory
’Medical, dental. life insurance
’101(k) and profit sharing
’Paid vacation. personal & sick days
Promotions based on performance
and merit
100 promotion from within
’fun professional work environment

IFt0 piolofn iuuuii
,
ftr

Thought
;

..,111 not 0111110 1,0 alwild ’rpir6 , or mind
trirri
H nor only liopti ’hey II
,.rf tt0 0 011F Ilk, ettrotrot yorr frnlly can

See us at Career Expo 1998
at SJSU Event Center, March 4
Sow/ or Inc mu resume to

New college grad opportunities
Software Engineers
System Test Engineers
Characterization Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Reliability Engineers

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: HR Dept.
/26 Airport PM kway, Suite 600
San lose (495110
(al). (408) 467 1300
In. (4081 467 1331

tot, ,. I

;.1r

1.

10

electroglas

I11, CO 01

6,

nIertrqkitom

find out Inote

C
-

iiig312211217:1127ent-a-car

Websoe at
’h

P
Al
%ICS C
ENGINEERING’ BUSINESS ANALYSIS

f cr, /1.1,1,1,14 ,,rF r.rirr., rrl,

rit

,t . fr the Nth degree And that sure
Pr1,111,,,1

Prtyllti.i1 tit, h. I (tied rt
inn, Ingierul rooperpower Raytheon Systems
( rraipuri,
of four inch, or Irtroloyrcol giants Raytheon Electronic
Systeni. Raytheon E Syr.teros Poythrorr TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft
ri Iran., Prr,rtherorr Syt.torr, C oorpooy i di lying technology to the lunit And
IC rrq for vorponer. ,110 itot to push the envelope Break new ground
mrilr, Ow. ,11111,
At Pnythtou you II tatty ter tutology read your career
level C011 II take it to the Nth

to the highest possible

We hove (1 lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
e r riling opportututtet, we. have available Platt on visiting our booth at your
college r inner fair If yrm ore unable tn attend the fair then check out our web,
site nt www rovinhs lam nod ple,nse rterld your resume to Raytheon Staffing,
PO Rfl eS’i 414 MS 201 DnlIns TX 1r76‘

Internet www.royjobs.com E-mail resume(HDrayjobs corn
U S citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer

We would like
to invite you to
visit our booth
at the Career
Expo ’98 on
Wednesday,
March 4 from
10 am to 3 pm.

Raytheon
EXPECT GREAT THINGS

Currently we
have full-time
and part-time
openings in all
of our club
locations.
In addition,
we are looking
for Personal
Trainer interns.

Some of our
positions
include the
following:

Sales
Counselor
Personal
Trainer
Front Desk
Receptionist
Aerobics
Instructor
Maintenance
Operations

If you cannot
attend the fair,
please visit our
website at
www.24hourfitness.com

or call our job
hotline at
(800) 386-9210
24 Hour Fitness
is an Equal
Opportunity
Employer

N10(iday, Mart

2, 1998
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SUCCESS IS OUR STANDARD PROTOCOL
Become a marketing professional intent on creating innovative
client approaches
Work in an environment that recognizes talent and rewards based
on individual initiative and teamwork
Utilize state-of-the-art resources and research capabilities
Be exposed to continuous learning and training programs to
accelerate personal growth
Gain above -average earnings potential
Seeking recent college graduates for marketing associate positions
in the Silicon Valley office of one of the largest publicly traded
NYSE firms

career summer
internshi

See us at the On -Campus Recruitment Fair on March 4
or call Ralph S. Armenio at (408) 453-2334

job fair

Grublallis

Recruiting for:

TEACHERSITTEACHER’S ASST.
DIRECTORS/ASST. DIRECTORS
FT/PT Schedules Available
Commitment to Quality

Property Solutions Worldwide’

Comprehensive Benefits
Including Health/Dental
Insurance, 401K and Paid Sick,
Vacation, and Holiday Time
RIE Philosophy

Ongoing Training
High/Scope Curriculum

400‘

kda. 4
,

PROVIDING ctoSAL,
TEOHNOLM SOLUTIONS
FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

requirements for teachers 12 ECE Units

CUPERTINO, SUNNYVALE, SAN JOSE,
MORGAN HILL, CAMPBELL & REDWOOD CITY
Child

,

it II

111111111 I

For more
Information,
Call the Job Hotline
1(888) 9CD ICDC
EOE

COI # (408) 371-9900
Fax It (408) 371-7685

I H

I

Atmel Corporation is a world leader in the design and manufacturing of

nonvolatile memory, microcontroller and logic products.

We are looking for enthusiastic and talented new college graduates with BS or
MS degree and a desire to work with semiconductors. We provide competitive
salaries and generous benefits, and have opportunities at our headquarters in
San Jose or at out Berkeley Design Center.

II

II

I

We are looking for ENGINEERS:
’

Test
Design
Product
’ .
Applications
*r
lt , Manufacturing
Equipment Maintenance
C
l

Continuously ranking as one of the most successful companies in the Silicon Valley,
Atmel welcomes you to bring your assets to the Company that is leading the way
into the future.
I II I
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Atmel Corporation, 2325 Orchard Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95131. Fax (408) 451-4828.
E-mail: resume@atmel.com
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Please see us at these recruiting events, or send your resume directly to Atmel
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SPORTS
Spartan club hockey
brawls, ties, advances
reduced Palmer’s lead to 2-1 in
the second period. Ina a couple of
minutes later the aspiring chiropractors sclired on a power play
It oked grim for San
Jose. as Palmer killed a five-on three penalty and even had a
shot on goal
Nevertheless. SJSI.’ was able,
to take control of the game in t he
third perilid.
its
ts.iItt,r1
Kyle Benner scored an unassisted gind after 4inly two minutes and Berry added a third
It W11.1t looked like a scene
goal for San Jm ise. bringing the
I lit,
ni the neiVli
team tu a 3-3 tie with Palmer.
and
stao,
As a result of the fight. !miffs
Palmer C.dlege it Chiropractic
suspension.
received ait
N,Ve,t chil. ’locket, team- toined
To avoid having
in .1 hug,. melee.
to play its first
here ..v..11 the linethe
game
of
men liad to tat:, a cooACI1A Nationals
tie ot
’111, bench .1...iriii.. It was a real emotional game. We without starting
g,o;tlic
Lahrs.
liratvl I:roke out it all
made the Nationals and they didn’t. 5:151 will try to
only -eten
schedule an indeI. tt the linal regular
pendent
game
Ryan Berry tic -hire going to the
1 1,
11,11,1 111
SJSU hockey right wing tournament
in
11112 .1
New Jersey on
In.1
.111 SISI.
T..sday. At press
.111(1 the l’ 11111
a n indepen9. time .
7 dent game had
overtone
While
niit bi.t.11 .cliciblied
..,,ii, kki, th. real tiriorks
as bust lighting. San lose
-I think ive have alt excellent
-tatted
:’...1111, Fric Lahr- left the crease
Palmer ’,liter Colin Chala chance.- said 1 ilasows about San
in an attdatipt to score Ii endldd
up in a ti -t light ii jilt a Palmer -coted the fir -t goal. 13 minute- Idisd.’s upconiirig games in lite
.1
N,iti..nat,
In’AlltIbil
player ind \\ ,I, ill,Illabtled
IT" Ili’ :!1111, . 11
ri,,,,,r, trorn l’altner slaii,11. I p.....1 1..ilir- ( lialii
Ile it anted to enipliiisize that
’hit -’u tier. di -qualified
int rea-eil Ili, lead wall a -..cond 5:151’ is headed for the tourrni,,h, 1{o tloal betor, tii. ..o,I of tip first meta. and ildovimlayed the meiE
,
(lent that took place in (lie
( da,..it. !..1 to .,,,nie oils.. I,
period
5.151 ’ center 5t1 Vo. All;alli- Palmer ;,:inie
1.1,1- I a .1-110, tlir. it.aiing 1it,

Bench clearing
free-for-all gets
coach ejected,
goalie shelved

guage to a player ,ind mi. corning
,.tit,. the ice dliirmg the altercation
The bravl. ii huh took place
at the Ice ( ’entre on Saturday,
marred the fact that SJS1
adi anced to the National
"l’ournanient it1 1 II, AllWrIC;111
ASSI/Clatill11.
ridit !!1;11c I
di..11 0111141i/dial
It V.1,
111I right wing Ryan
ltt-t’i- t iii -cored S.111
sAVt 11111111.
4111111i . Ndl I.,11,11, .11111
S;11
.ApprtI’1.11 111 NIH11 it 1 Ili. IVO
iii, 1.111, I1111 ;1
d 111.,.... hockey
It itt- 1,.

66

Judo seeks 34th title
Its

1....11111,erm riser

Three t tine national coil,;.2.late Jodi, chimipion ’hunk
-It ’fit
and the Spartans are
1_,..11’111...’ lir tor the larch I 1,
I 9tis National ColleLoateliii
Champion -hip- at l’exa- A;V:\ I
Jett.a.son it ill k
sisl’ JIM,. team - defense of its
mitional colle,..1
chairipiIII I 1,1 Voilr Ill
.r1 I I.
lit, I’ TI’I’ ,111-.1.Fh.
!Ad., tearn has won
t
la -1 :III National
111(1.. chanipionsliips
.... considered the lop ludo
It r,,..-rain in the c,itintry,accoriliiii...
ti
Assi-tant Coach 1/avid
Wihht,u iiidett.r-in lia- some clmilem,..
Hu.. plan- atter he graduat,, iii
Sprit,’ of 1999
I V lit t..
..\% It Iran
.,1 ludo . 1,11.- It the rioted
Stat...1t it. r-ai -.oil after
Frolat night - ti tilt practice
14, V.111
I It -1111111,,11,11,
lid- fourth , olle:oate champ
nit,..1
And iwn
t
It. lilt Ii Clianipion-hip later
II

.1. tter-ori -aid he has been
’i-ti
It it lu,
11
iii
.ii dd. liiidli
111 111, till tit’,
Ii ’t’_Ituhttt-. I r111,1,1.
hIltludo

,1 111..
I-i 111.. 1.1,1 .-,()

yearI It-tiltsas- talking about
And hi ;M: hard st /II
,tork it lit in ludo relate, to -iii-itdn. 1)11.-1114-,s world.Ieflerson -aid
Coach I ’cludla said the 15.
ipeti I hampionship I- iuotch
!nor, litlictilt to v. in than the
lItate chanipeitisliips kit
Jot, I. on Ibis a !2I it. I chance
th. team
rcluda
ti -ill

i
,I
.rk lit ...lt lot it
to it
t11. national colle
giat, champion . ans.. there is
Ilion, competition
Jetterson started training in
,ititt said
parent- didii
11 hill ,III/11,11111 III IITh,
,1 lip for
Ow national ...nipet it ion IA com
poop.. in the calitorma State
:ludo
Chaim ininshipstin
at
in’.Filirlian.
22
l’t’nin-til,l(tlhh
ti’
sula
5,451 tiyhters took tir-4 place
m seven
ot nin, ii eight
chi -se, et en though mint team
nieniber- (knit comp, te dluettt
the 1111 or intone-. Wilhanis
said
\Vali th. National Collegiate
Cliampeal-hips three weeks
itsas. it ’ill- hest to rent them,said \Villianilirian Nut a, liriaii Chang.
Papadop,1111.1, Chri-aan
Aar,,II.1 And R,1,1
divi.if 111,
.1.111,iiid, I hioig (1.111111.(1
tlurd !dad e in hi- it eight divi
nit in s loch is a- \von lit team
mate l’ap.oldipmildiVilliani- an alternate din the
1 991l I’S (limp’, team and for
ipen
nidr
-aid
iriuly graduate- come kid k t Ii
work dint ivith the It
alit!
111.111 11.11II the training
1):in I Iitiiitt, a HO
idTa1111;11
hAt.-111111. 1.5
own chainpion
national
olletoate champ’
unship kw. tinits Ile 1- ono of
tlie team assistant coaches
sonieorie goes through
the- prograni they come hick hi
hi -hp out.- Ilatano sii(1 -It- part
of tin, radition
Thu pith) teani

5 lira( icing
five (lay, a week in tiri.par it ion

ATTENTION GUYS AND GIRLS

BE A MATRIX MODEL
EARN ;$
1.11,
r)I perm. And/or
rnolonn.er Itring a friend
...t have healthy hair and want to
.1, dee v.,.r

I ...I AIM.-

Matrix on campus
In front of Student Union
March 5th in sign up
Or call lark at
(MOO) 2M2 -2M22
end 1-10M7
Model call is March 26
Thur,dav at 70X) pm
at The Ifiltnn
(downt, ro
100
..en Blvd
San Ins,, CA
(40fh 2147-2100

MATRIX
MAIN

<01.1,11

Palmer College right wing Arthur Sidhu gets
pulled down by SJSU left wing Brent Faulhaber in
the final game of the regular season Saturday night

lOIn /t iii’ S1, . till. Aid%
The game ended in a 3-3 tie. SJSU will be headed
to the ACHA National Tournament in Bridgewater,
New Jersey that starts on Wednesday

SJSU gymnastics drop tough one to CSU Fullerton;
spirit still remains undaunted despite many injuries
By Nicholla8 Boer

St Alt

WI

After their 24th straight loss
,dgain,t Cal State Fullerton. it
wiuld be easy to assume that
the muddy goo covering gym mist Tracy Kautz’s cheek no -ant
the Spartans had fallen din their
lace.
But the muck wasn’t a symbol
dif shame. it was the stocaft,(1
nromo, ofii chocolate copt.Aki.
ti -It ntIs’ 111.1),)S1b.(1 by
t’ttut’li Sit -it’ \Vilken
and a
sweet sign of the iridelatigable
spirit dil the team.
"(tor team spirit is awesome."
Klutz said, "And the unity is
better than any other team
WI :v1. hi (it up against.Kautz, a freshman, had her
tir,t all-around nu-et - competing in the vault, balance beam,
parallel bars and floor mutiny in part because of a heavy dose
of Spartan injuries.
The Spartans final score of
184.625 %vas their third highest
in eight competitions. but fell
well short of Fullerton’s 189.5
P’inal scores are based in the
cumulative pothts of the top five
competitors in each of the hair
events
Although the Spartans were
oditscored in each of the kur
rotation,. morale remained high
throughout as high as a &slide back dismount - theihufli
(lilt airborne finale to the paral

lel bar, used by. Spartan Annie
Snellg-rove.
Snellgrove improved lid r personal best on the bars for the
third! meet in a row. and beat out
the closest opposition by three -tenths dila point.
Spartan Carrie Mariani kid
the second best score of the
night on the bars, but an, team
still finished .025 behind
fiir
the
event
Fullerton
Snellgrove was the only other
Spartan all-arounder, leading
the team on bars, the floor exercise and tying Kautz with a 9.4
on the vault.
(7o-captain Tanika Ilyrd led
the Spartans din the balance
beam with a 9..15, but the team
lost two points to Fullerton on
the event -- not because of lackluster performances
but (hie
Ii a number of crucial half-point
deductiiin falls.
"They had the right stuff.Wilken said of’ his gymnasts.
"They don’t give. tip. \’d. had a
few falls. but I liked the. way
they UMW’ right kick
Hawley Almstedt. the top allaround scorer in Spartan historst
was only Ado to compote on the
h:irs litcioisc ttf un inklu- injury,
and act
did fall on her filed..
Almstedt scored ien 8.115 Friday
idler IIIISSillg illy top bar on a difficult grab. Slid. said she hopes the
team is healthy for next week’s
meet it Santa Ilarbarii.
"Injuries are it problem

iteS1

.‘11,.1/1,11114111%

Carissa Medeiros of SJSU entertains the judges and crowd during
Friday’s meet against Cal State Fullerton.
because. our team is so sniall.Alin:tech said.
Atter a disappointing beam
routine, head coach Jackie
Walker gathered the team
around flir a cheer before headthe
ing to the floor exercise
final rotation of the night
The entire Wan) vvas clapping
to the tune of the English livat’s
"Mirror in the liathrooni" ;IS
Kautz wowed the crowd with it

graceful routine, hitting the last
note perfectly with a sly turn of
her bead. But Kautz, who scored
9.325 in the (went, should consider changing her music to
’humbawamba’s "Tub Thumping,’
nut fur the beat but for the chorus.
"I get knocked down, but I get
up again, you ain’t ever gonna
keep me down," seems to capture the team’s spirit.

COULD YOU USE AN EXTRA $10,000 A YEAR
DURING YOUR RESIDENCY?
The National Nlatch Day is almost here. Are you wondering
how you can survive. financially (luring your resident training? liy joining the IS, Army leserve. you can receive a
monthly stipend of i7’,913, totaling $10.956 per year. I/tiring
your resiikiicy. yditi will serve as a Commissioned Army
Iteserve Officer in the Inactive 1?eady 1?userve. %%ink in
residency, you will not be required to participate in any Army
training, bill you will enjoy the rank and privileges of an
Army officer, with limited post exchange privileges. After you
complete your residency, you will work in your specialty in the.
Army Iteserve for two years lor each year that you received a
stipend ’lime-se- numerous personal and financial benefits are
(it icre.11 to individuals in the following residency programs:
rrology
Orthopedic Surgery
l’amily Practice
’I horacic t-+iirgery
Diagnostic IZadiolokry
Emergency Medicine
Internal NIedicitie
To find out more on how you can eani an extra SI0,0110 a
year, call your local Army Re.I’dvt. Ilealth Care Recruiter:

1 -800-USA-ARMY, ext. 427
ARMY RESERVE HEALTH CARE TEAM. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
www.goartny.coill
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
makes no claim for products or product line. Knowledge of small
services advertised below nor is handtools & light machining a
there any guarantee Implied. The plus. Other duties include light
duelled columns tithe Spartan office work. shipping & receiving.
Duly consist of paid advertiskag Team player mentality a must.
and offerings are not approved or Campbell, CA. Fax resume to:
verified by the newspaper.
408/370-5743.

EMPLOYMENT

PsYclvSpErVereargra8/1718/0T4
SLPs: Learn/do Discrete Trial
Teaching w/3 yo autistic girl. Exp.
a + but not req’d. 4-8 hrs/wk, flexible. Pay commensurate w/exp.
15 min form campus. 926-3944.

ATTENTION
Education and Science Majors
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
is looking for enthusiastic
VETERINARY ASSISTANT-reliable
instructors for our afterschool
Science Clubs & Summer Camps. person needed 25-32 hrs/week,
K- 6th Grade. Will Train.
some experience helpful. Call
374-6114 or Fax 374-6295.
$15/1w.
To Apply Please Call
1800-2139796.
STUDENT 8./a PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic girl. $12+/hour, more
HELP NEEDED TO CARE FOR for experience. Paid training. PartSPECIAL NEEDS YOUNG ADULT. time afternoons & weekends.
Salary negotiable. Line in or out. Please call 408/948.8211.
Requirements: Applicants must
have patience and a good heart. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 6.90.
Must be able to watch her in the $9.28/hour. Recreation leaders
afternoon after school. 3 or 4 needed for camps, sports attendant.
days per week until father gets gymnastic instructor. therapeutic
home. Also on weekends when recreation staff, special interest class
father is working. PREFER FEMALE instructor & lifeguards. Contact
APPLICANTS ft For more info or an tte City of Santa Clara, 9843257.
interview, please call Allan at
408-810-8900 or 408-923-6900. CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled Chevron stations.
SERVERS - APPUCATIONS NOW 2 locations. 6.50/hour. F/T.
being accepted for servers who P/T, flex hours. Call 2954984.
are energetioc. friendly, and hard Ask for Ophelia.
working. Day and Evening shifts
available. Apply in person: 2-4. MF, TEACHERS/AIDES FT or PT.
at The Old Spaghetti Factory. 51 NAEYC Accredited schools in Scale.
N. San Pedro, downtown San Sase. Work w/ P.S. or SA children. Great
job for student Exp. & Ed. preferred.
DRIVERS WANTED, P/T OR F/T Call Sharon 408/738-1385.
59.00 to $11.00 per hour.
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
Apply at Pine A Go Go
Small World Schools has Part
117 E. San Carlos St.
Timeand FullTime. a.m. and
ASSISTANT: 540 HOURS/WEEK p.m.. permanent and summer
Database Entry/Maintenance. positions available. Units in CD.
Word Perfect and ACT Located ECE. Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
at 880 and The Alameda. Call If you are interested in working
with a high quality child care
1 888 908 7456S 9200.
company call 408479-3200 x2L
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 212 TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
year olds.
sell discount subcnptions to Bay
Flex PT/FT positions
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Days, Eve, Weekends
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
Mm 6 ECE required
near lightran 4 blocks from SJSU.
Team environment
Hourly if plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2129. healthy.
TELESALES / GOLF $
responsible, all nationalities
Sports Minded. Aggressive.
Give the gift of life!
Money Motivated. High Income
Potential! For Interview Contact
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bonus ix Oxnese & Japanese donors.
James @ 408-2954810.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
FLEXIBLE ON-CAMPUS JOB with
800-314-9998
the SJSU Annual Fund. Looking for
enthusiastic & reliable students for
WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MON. FRI
spring calling. Great opportunity to
Part time 3pm to 7pm
enhance your sales/marketing
Detail Onented Order Puller
skills. $13/hr. Sun. 6.9pm. M-W 5
$6.00 Per Hour
9pm. Call 9241129 for interview.
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
FITNESS ORIENTED
Apply in person.
Individuals needed to supervise
explosive growth for new Si
1404 So, 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.
Office. Students with ambition
and creativity preferred. Chris at
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
408.6151474.
for USMC OCS and flight training
Salary 30 36K/yr. Tuition assis
FOODSERVERS
tance available. Must be: F/T
BUSSERS
or possess BA/BS.
student
BARTENDERS
US citizen, under 28 years old.
Contact
Call
Capt
Sosa
at 408971 3791.
Darlene or Rob
After 11:00am
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
Tuesday - Saturday
seeks responsible individuals for
La Rinconada Country Club
extended daycare. P/T in the
14595 Cleaiview Drive
afternoon. No ECE units are
Los Gatos, CA 95032
required. Previous expenence with
(408)3954181
children preferred. Please contact
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Cathy at 244 1968 x16.
Fishing industry. Excellent earn
ings 8, benefits potential. All major
employers. Ask us how! 517 324
3115 ext. A60411.
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn to $2.000/month. Free wald
travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc.).
Get the 01 source! Ring: (919)
9311939 ext. C238.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel.
Ask us how! 517-324-3090 ext.
C60411.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/ month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 1940 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1450.324-1900, MT. 8.4:30.
$um weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 410 783 8272.
ECE STUDENTS: Join the teaching
team at our NAEYC accredited.
corporate -sponsored. work site
child care center at Good Sam
Hospital! Flexible schedules to
work around your class & study
needs. ECE units & experience
mound. FAN resume 4085592619
or call 4085592453.
INTERNET SOWTIONS COMPANY
Seeks HTML & Java Programmers
No experience net but knowledge
of HTML and indepth knowledge
of C a plus. Flex schedule. 1020
hrs/week. Rates. $12v but neg
based on skill & exp. Resumes to
alliflimservice.com or fax to 6503264350. Prefer CS major/minor.
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CUUNARY STUDENT
Work with commercial equipment
at Keystone Restaurant Supply,
preparing food from recipes to
generate interest in equipment
and to test recipes/variations for
future use. Operate test kitchen
on Wednesdays, other demos.
etc. as needed. $8.00/hour.
Contact: Ric McKown
International Commissary Corp.
491 W. San Carlos St.
San Jose, CA 95110
Fax 408-2733742 or
Call 408-792-3133.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
We pay 0/7 after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal 406286-5880 orapplyn person.
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
PROGRAMMERS, WILL TRAIN.
FT/PT, Delphi, Paradox. Access.
Competitive compensation. Send
resume, fax: 408-448 3200 or
email:info@wdatatec.com.
MOBILE Di COMPANY Must be
able to work Fn & Sat Have own car.
Outgoing. personable & responsible.
Interested in various music types.
Will train. Starting pay $15/hour +
mileage. Cali 489-2717.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Edwation Award through Amen corps at the San Jose Conservation Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with ’at risk"
youth for year-long positions. High
School diploma required & ability
to get class B license. $6.25
hourly plus benefits. Ful/Part-time.
Call Joe 408/2837164. EOE.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
SERVICES
Students needed xi the Immediate
aea. Full-time/part-time openings. *TAX PREPARATION487-3203.
Call today 1.650.968-9933. RD. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
International Bartenders School.
Schedule your appointment.
Day Evening. Weekend
SECURITY
ComputerizedLicensedBonded
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Low key job sites
Will train
Essays, letters, application
Abcom Private Security
statements, proposals, reports.
4082474827
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 51.0-801-9554.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mali
Work in the Great Outdoors.
Forestry, Wildlife Preserves, Concessionaires, Firefighters & more.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Competitive wages + benefits.
Ask us how! 517-3243110 ext. 1985 MUSTANG SVO 89,500
miles. Good shape. original
N60411.
owner. $3.300 obo. Charcoal
51,000’s Weekly Processlig Mal gray turbo-charged SVO. Tires
$1 Per Envelope! (407) 245-7393. and suspension in excellent
Free $10 Phone Cardjust for calling. condition. Major maintenance
work performed in July 1996,
TECHNICAL WRITER- Position paperwork available. Upgraded
available 5 hours per week. Must stereo - removable cassette
be enrolled in SJSU School of deck with four speakers and
English. Contact the Student Union bazooka tube (subwooferj,
Director’s Office, 924-6310.
email to ddonoho@aol.com or
call 408-979-0572.
ACTON DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
91 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions In excellent condition!! Will
are also available that offer flexi- take best offer. Call 297.0811.
ble hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
AUTO SERVICES
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
Specializing in minor & mid -size
damage 24 hour service
Free pick up Free delivery
Free detailing *Free estimates
All makes & models
Insurance Work
Tel 408/287-8337
Pgr 408/920-1102
"Where quality is a must"
2.3 day service with damages
that do not exceed $500 or
repair is at no cost "FREE".

ASIAN INDIAN SPERM DONOR
NEEDED! Loving couple hoping to
find someone with Asian Indian
background with black hair, brownblack eyes, 5’5" & over. Age 1838. Generous compensation.
If you can help us, please call
1-800-886-9373 ext. 6608.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools.
Degree cc Oedential NOT Required.
Opponunity for Teacheng Experience.
Need Car.
Voce Mal: 408) 28T 4170 at 408
EOC.AAE

FUNDRAISING
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Fundraising opportunities
available. No financial obligation.
Great for clubs.
For more information call
(888) 51-APlus ext. 51.

INSURANCE
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
LOW RATES
SR22’s on the Same Day

BtEtQ

*EXPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
*Have questions?
Hiring Now- Bilingual
(English/Spanish)
Cunous?
VALET PARKING Local company *Need a study break?
looking for people. Flexible Make fnends, have fun!
PHN: 408-247-3734
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
*DINNER & DISCUSSION‘
FAX: 408247-5417
Every Wednesday. 5:307:00pm
$15 per hour. 867 7275.
Student Union. Pacheco Room
AUTO INSURANCE
(Except 3/11. 4/8Montalvo Rm)
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Campus Insurance Service
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
. Everyone Welcome!
Special Student Programs
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
Episcopal Canterbury Community
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Immediate Openings Start Today! 408-293-2401, ABLangeriliaol.com
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
http://merrbers.azi.com/EpCommS1 "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
one on one in company car. Good MISSING SOMETHING?
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad. Need a spintual boost?
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record. Need a break? Try Out:
FREE QUOTE
No exper. nec. Training provided. The En/tenement Support Group
NO HASSLE
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay. Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
NO OBLIGATION
999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
@The Book CafØ Center
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
www.deluxedriving.com
3483 95 S. Bascom
(408)978-8034
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Gnosbcfil farts & interdenomnaacnal Low Down / Monthly Payments
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Others saf "Its always new and vital." No Dnver Refused
Sales. Customer Support
"II supports me in my life..."
Cancelled or Rejected
Technician. Testing Optr.
"I get in contact with the real me." Dui *Suspended License
Warehouse Clerk
"I experience wholeness."
*Accidents *Tickets
Immediate SR Filings
Call 408/9428866
Suggested Donation:
or fax to 408/942-8280
The pnce you pay for a movie.
*Good Driver Discount
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
Non/Owner Operator
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
.13mn- 8pm, Monday - Saturday
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
Free Phone Quotes
SCHOLARSHIPS
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
Call Us Now
(408) 241-5400
AN ASTOUNDING UST
of Grants and Scholarships
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
available. Easy hours. Good
Call 8889994731
money. Ask for Mike. 261 1323.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

Leisxeurs Inc

INSTRUCTION

SHARED HOUSING

SPORTS /THRILLS

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion. Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408.298.6124.

ROOM IN NEW 2 BR/2 BA CONDO
$900/mo. 2 piers max. Nr light rail.
No smoking. Parieg avail. 218-2177.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Poionsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting 920/hr.
Call 408-241-6662
in Santa Clara for you
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW

CAMPUS CLUBS

Downtown 3rd ST. ROOM 4 RENT
S375/mo $300 dep. 1/4 util.
Female. nonsmoker. 287-9246.
ROOM IN NICE HOME. Near light
rail. $450/mo. including utilities
Mature female. No smoking or
drugs. call 9931004.

RENTAL HOUSING
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable.
ample parking. Walk or nde bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. 599541045/mo.
Call 2889157

BLACK MASQUE HONOR SOCIETY 2 BDRM. APARTMENT -5950/MO
now accepting applications tor fail
membership. Minimum req: 3.0 Secure Parking
cum GPA. SR 190 units). demo Close In
leadership on campus/community. Modem Building
Contact: Roxanne Hood, Sec. Laundry Room
Village Apartments
924-1120,
576 South Fifth Street
14081 295-6893.

TUTORING

ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking. Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (408) 9788034.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN !
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%-60%
on your dental needs.
FOR info call 1800-655-3225.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNfC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
336 S. Bayyvood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.
MEN a WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 5/30/98.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621
E. Campbell Ave #17. Campbell.
(408) 379-3500
LOSE WEIGHT FOR THE SUMMER
Safe and fast, all herbal. Free
consultation. 30 day money back
408/7923480.
LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural. Doctor recommended
George lost 20 Ms in 3 weeks.
Free samples. 408/7920323.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all finns
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchand Inc.

:OR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALI.

408-924-3277
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TRAVEL
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE SUMMER ’98
WESTCOAST DEP’S - $478 R/T
Mexico/Canbb - $2094249 R/T
HAWAII $119 0/vr
Call 415-8349192
http://www.airhitch org

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER

RATES
3-9 lines $70
10-14 lines $90
15-191ines $110

Please check

Five Actnnna
Days
$13 Cry Sta.
$14
P5one
$15
$16
Send check or money order ls
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SanJoes State University
San,kee, CA 95192-0149

one classification:
Zo axle

MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publocabon
Al ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL OM 924-3277

Special Student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a
In DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required

I
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Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages*
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found""
Volunteers"
For Sale"
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted*
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Salvoes’
Health/Beauty’
SportsiThnils’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring"
Word Processing
Scholarships

line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person

Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community

WORD PROCESSING
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING.
ThesesTerrnPapersResumes
*Group Projects
All formats. including APA 4th Ed.
Laser Printer. Experienced,
Dependable, Quick Return.
Almaden/Branham area.
(408) 264-4504.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME IL) TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projects.et- I have a
your
typewriter to cu.
applications for:iisd/law sato. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972-4992
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul orVirginia 408-251-0449.
*AFFORDABLE& EVEFIIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects,
Resumes, Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ye Exp.
WP 5.1/HP Laser PAM’S
PROFESSI3NAL WORD PROCESSING.
2472681, 8arn-8pm.
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Daily
ECCROSsWORD
ACROSS
Overwhelming
defeat
5 Whimper
9 Tend the lawn
12 Zoo denizen
13 Huron’s
neighbor
14 Cosmetics
company
16 Make laugh
17 Brother’s home
19 "Certainly.’
20 Cowhand’s loop
22 Nervous
23 Small amounts
24 Undergarment
25 Revolfing
28 Giraffe relative
30 Basketball’s
Shaquille
31 Herring’s cousin
32 Not at home
36 Saxophonist
Getz
37 Tolerates
38 13 -Across e g
39 Lids
.10 Titled one
.11 Protozoan ’s
parts
42 Spanish father
44 Doughnut units
45 Redford and
Newman
48 Show anger
49 Less than
sufficient
SO Type of pants
52 - out stretch
55 Certain onepiece garment
57 Daisylike
flower
59 Location
60 End of
a threat
61 Brief letters
62 Lightning
63 Meshes
64 Twofold

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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Chicago airport
Malden of films
Scorch
Corduroy rib
Similar
Cheerleaders
cries
Garden plots
Give orders
Bohemian
Expected
Snakes
Preside at a
meeting
Lone Ranger’s
sidekick
Releases
Golf -course
unit
Helper ebb,
Singer James
Entertainer
Howard Sounds of
hesitation
Layer
Old French
moon
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DOWN
I F rost
2 Musical work
3 - and downs
4 Pedicure target
5 Reminders
6 Son of
Aphrodite
7 Champagne nr
sherry
8 Meadow
9 Appear
10 Kitchen
appliances
11 inferior
12 Insignificant
amount ot
money slangily
15 No. to Ivan
18 Pause
21 Unusual
23 Moved (cargo)
24 They re no
gentlemen,
25 Party giver
26 "I’m - your
tricks,’
2 Harvest
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FAX: 408-924-3282

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
Three
One
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$9
$s
$7
4 lines
$6
$8
$10
5 lines
$7
$11
$9
6 lines
$O
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line
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Local surfer wipes out competition
By Leyah Bower
Suit W’riter
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Above: Santa Cruz
surfer and men’s winner Chris Gallagher,
cuts back on a wave at
the Billabong, Clarion
Surf Tour at Steamer’s
Lane in Santa Cruz on
Sunday morning. The
overhead waves provided
exciting moments as the
competition wound down
on the final day.

Right: Earplug inventor
Dr. Robert Scott prepares to enter the surf
Sunday morning at
Steamer’s Lane in Santa
Cruz. Scott viewed the
Billabong, Clarion Surf
Tour and caught an occasional passing wave from
atop his longboard.

El Nino inspired waves didn’t
come through on the final day of
the Billabong, Clarion Surf Tour
after tossing competitors around
during the first few days in
Santa Cruz.
""There has been a lot more
swell this year than when I’ve
been here before. I definitely
think El Nino affected the waves
but the weather has been better,"
said Dean Seppings, of South
Africa, who placed third in the
body boarding competition.
Santa Cruz local Chris
Gallagher surfed around the
kelp and competitors to capture
first place and $5,000 in the
men’s surfing competition. He
was fifflowed by Dino Andino of
San Clemente, Shawn Sutton of
Hawaii and C.J. Hobgood of
Florida.
The competition was held at
Steamer’s Lane off Lighthouse
Point, an area known for its
large, cold winter surf.
"The water is cold, generally
around 50 degrees in the winter,
and there are large clumps of
kelp that rise up in the wave face
to catch the unsuspecting," Tour
Manager Alisa Cairns said in a
press release.
Cairns said the Steamer’s
waves come from a large reef
point that the waves break on
200 yards from the cliff face.
Gallagher said he thanked
God for the break in the long
string of El Nino storms that
have battered the Santa Cruz
coastline. The break, he said,
came just in time for the competition.
Home town familiarity helped
Gallagher, who completed more
than the necessary flair runs
during the half hour final heat,
while an admiring crowd clapped
and cheered every successful
run.
Brazilian iaqueline Silva
swamped her rivals on her ride
to victory in the women’s competition, despite Sunday’s smaller
waves.
"I am very happy. It is my first
time to finish finals in first
place," said Silva, who joked that
her victory speech would be short
since she knew little English.
Silva took $4,000 home to
Brazil along with her first victory.
Australia swept second, third
and fourth place in the women’s
event in the wake of strong rides

I was worrying
about the other
guys. They can be
worse than the
sharks.
Alistair Taylor
first place finisher in the
body boarding competition

by Serena Brooke, Yvonne
Rogencamp and Trudy Todd.
The longboard surfing competition was won by Joel Tudor of
Del Mar, who maneuvered
around Josh Baxter of San
Clemente, Colin McPhillips of
Capo Beach and Malibu’s Zach
Howard for the $1,500 prize.
Longboards are at least nine
feet long, while the boards used
in the standard short board surfing competition can vary. Any
board under nine feet is considered a short board.
Alistair Taylor of South Africa,
grabbed first in the body boarding competition with Brian Press
of Palos Verdes; Dean Seppings,
also of South Africa and San
Clemente’s Jay Reale nipping
closely at his heels.
"I was worrying about the
other guys. They can be worse
than the sharks," Taylor said.
The Clarion Surf Tour is a
part of the World Qualifying
Series, which allows surfers to
compete to become one of the 44
competitors in the World
Championship Tour, according to
Greg Klem, an assistant manager with the Clarion tour.
"The Clarion Tour is the
American leg of the World
Qualifying Series," Klem said.
Cairns said the 1997 Clarion
champion, Tim Curran, will
move into the World Tour this
year, following past Clarion winners Shane Beechen, Rob
Machado and Taylor Knox.
The Clarion Tour offers competitors over $300,000 in prize
money for men and women
surfers, longboarders and bodyboarders, according to Cairns.
The next competition will be
held at Lower Trestles in San
Clemente April 28 through May
2.
The third competition will be
held in Huntington Beach and
the tour will end at Virgina
Beach, Va. in August.

‘Skanking’ crowds turn out for ska show
Ii

Leah Bo%,
’,Lot
it,,

er

It looked like "Reservoir Dogs" took
on a high school prom Saturday night.
during a I toil over ski’ show at
Palookavill,iii
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Opening liand Punch the Clown took
the stage wearing black suits and thin
black leS, while young Gwen Stephani
look-alikes "pogo-ed in the pa.
To pogo. just jun:ip up and down
Promoter Eric Fanah. a SOn Jose
State University freshman. said that
400 tickets were sold for the show
Fanall said the show was a compact
disc release party for "Live From Mars,"
a compilation of live ska perliirmances
that aiml in Gangsterbop, a show on
the Univi.rsit y of Cohfornia Santa Cruz
radio station laSC.
"We’ve already sold through all the
CD’s we’ve pressed." said Adam Levin. a
I’CSC sophomore and one of the hosts
ci (:angsterbop. "We have had to press a
new sit."
Punch The Clown, who had two
songs on the compact disc, used clear

FEBRUARY IS

AMERICAN
HEART MONTH

hrass. even with a missing
skunked in the pit.
trombone to get the crowd
Skanking is a style of
moving during the first
dancing specific to ska music
song.
that involves pumping arms
"Punch The Clown has We’ve already sold through all the CD’s and fast footwork.
a more polished sound we’ve pressed. We
"Blind Spot had the best
have had to press a mush
than the others. Their
pit," said James
are
horns
much clearer," new set.
Sanders of Santa Cruz.
said Scott Elder of Santa
Guitarist Jay Crisper, an
Adam Levin
Cruz
host of Gangsterbop SJSU senior in engineering,
Criiitarist Danny Muth
said the band had created
said the trombonist had
the song after they were
gone skiing for the weekasked to be on a Sesame
end,
despite
the
Street compilation with
Palookaville show.
some punk bands.
"Ili. is in the doghouse right now," (7hris Rush. thy trumpet player, ’signed
Blind Spot continued to pump the
bass player Kevin Newby said.
between bursts of brass, inspiring fans crowd, which was attempting to keep up
Drummer Rick Rmklewitz said their to bounce along
with the gyrations of trombonist
band’s a Mlle developed from a friend’s
Blind Sluit took the stage to applause Achilles Poloynis.
favorite phrase.
and choirs from the fired -up crowd
"My playing is harmed by it,"
"It is a euphemism for masturba- befrire springing into action.
Poloynis said. "It is worth it for the
Rick Ii
t
"Blind Spit was the best. I love how show, though."
said.
Jr 41i Ties Fan Club, from Newport they acted and how into it they got,"
Stickers thrown into the crowd wene
Beach. continued to warm up the crowd said Sarah Smith of Prunedale.
chased down by fans, who pushed to get
for the night’s most popular group.
Audience participation was at a high to the front of the stage.
Blind Spot, with lightning fast brass during the performance of a song based
"You all are acting crazy. They are
action while bouncing around the stage. on the "1, 2, 3, 4. 5" theme from Sesame just stickers," lead vocalist David Hall
Trombonist Chris Colonnier and Street, as people sang along while fans yelled at the screaming fans.
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Casper said members of Blind Spot
were influenced by many musical
styles.
"We come from a variety of backgrounds. Metal, rock, classical, it’s all in
there," Casper said. "We just draw from
that."
Blind Spot performed two extra
songs, while waiting for The Siren Six!
to take the stage, that left the crowd
begging for more.
The crowd slowed down during The
Siren Six!’s set, and several fans left
befbre the performance was over.
"I think Siren Six! is a great band,
but I don’t think they should be labeled
as ska," said Elder.
Lead singer and guitarist Nate Bott
said The Siren Six! tried to go beyond
ska because it has recently acquired a
negative stigma.
"People don’t just see a ska show
when they see us. We are the exception
to the rule," said Bott.
The crowd tried to keep the energy of
the Blind Spot show, but the change in
styles caused the show to taper off prematurely.
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